Neoris teams with Vadium to provide digital privacy and security solutions

Unbreakable encryption for applications requiring the highest levels of data security

Miami, Florida – October 21st, 2009 – Neoris, a global business and IT consulting company that specializes in near shore outsourcing, value-added consulting and emerging technologies, and Vadium Technology, leader in digital privacy and security solutions using unbreakable encryption, announced today they are teaming to provide secure business applications to companies needing to preserve the integrity of their electronic data.

“We are excited to be teaming with Vadium because they offer a unique solution to one of the most critical situations a company can face, a hacker attack,” said Claudio Muruzábal, Neoris' CEO. “Vadium's proprietary AlphaCipher technology provides customers with the confidence of having not only their networks protected but the data itself. This technology is completely flexible making it easy to adapt to any industry and customer needs.”

Vadium's AlphaCipher is a Digital One-Time Pad that integrates unbreakable encryption with strong identification and authorization elements into one easy to use, robust solution. It is the ideal solution for groups required to share or manage critically sensitive information as it provides unbreakable data encryption with personal accountability and tracking.

“We are thrilled to team with Neoris to provide unconditional information security to customers globally,” said Jose Antonio Rios, Vadium's Chief Executive Officer. “We are looking forward to working closely with the team at Neoris to deliver the highest caliber of privacy and information security solutions to both enterprise and government customers. In Neoris, Vadium has found a strong and highly regarded partner in Latin America and worldwide.”

About Neoris
Neoris is a global business and IT consulting company that specializes in nearshore outsourcing, value-added consulting, and emerging technologies. Neoris is the largest IT consulting and systems integration company in Mexico and the second in Latin America. Neoris offers systems integration, custom application development, IT consulting, and software deployment and support solutions. The company is a leading provider of nearshore outsourcing services through a global delivery model leveraging six worldwide software development centers. In 2009, Neoris was ranked the Best IT Service Provider in Latin America by Global Services. Headquartered in Miami (FL), Neoris has operations in the US, Europe, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. For more information, visit www.neoris.com.

About Vadium Technology
Vadium Technology is a global provider of next generation digital privacy and security solutions. Vadium’s groundbreaking technology, AlphaCipher, is a Digital One-Time Pad (D-OTP) that provides dynamic, multi-point communication structures by integrating Unbreakable Encryption, Strong Identification and Authorization with Multi-Factor Authentication into one easy to use, robust solution. AlphaCipher applications can be developed for every environment as no other solution operates as fast or puts so little burden on system overhead. AlphaCipher protects against attack regardless of resources or time applied. Vadium Technology is a privately held firm headquartered in Tacoma Washington, with an office in Miami, Florida. For more information, please go to www.vadiumtech.com.